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STYLE

italians are known for many
things. chief among them:
sleek clothes and supercars.
mj took over lamborghini’s
sant’agata bolognese factory
to see how some of the
world’s most audacious
machines pair with this fall’s
sleekest black italian fashion.
text by Christian DeBenedetti
photographs by Lee Powers
fashion by Patti O’Brien

Fasanetto wears a leather
jacket by salvatore
ferragamo, $2,790;
turtleneck sweater by c.p.
company, $600; pants by
giorgio armani, $795;
sneakers by hogan, $325.

<0A8>50B0=4C C>A3C4BC3A8E4A  Before he landed every man’s fantasy job — driving Lamborghinis for a

living — Fasanetto started out building engines for the company 23 years ago. For a while he test drove models as
they came off the line (he was trained by legendary chief test driver Valentino Balboni); then he was selected for
the research and design department. Now he tests prototypes and offers a driver’s perspective in the creation of
new cars. “I grew up about 10 miles from here,” says Fasanetto, 43. “I used to help my father work on cars.”
C7434B86=BCD38> The factory’s top-secret design studio, or Centro Stile (seen here), is a cutting-edge space
that was recently redesigned. The studio’s team of six works first drafts of car prototypes on paper or in three-dimensional computer programs. Next, the drafts are turned into scale models (a tenth or a quarter, and then fullsize). The newest car, the Reventón (see page 114), went directly from CAD to production in less than 12 months.
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BC450=>5A0=I>=8=4CF>A: 
34E4;>?4A “It’s no accident that

people know this part of Italy as the
terra di motori — the land of cars,”
says Franzoni, 27, who helps select
those dealers authorized to sell
Lamborghinis (there are only 114
dealers worldwide, including 31 in
the U.S.). “Everywhere you look
there’s a real passion for these machines. I love Lamborghinis because there are no compromises.
The cars are not for everyone.”
C74<DA284; 06>;?%#

When Lamborghini introduced
the Murciélago LP640 (seen
here) two years ago, it was a twofingered Italian salute to all those
who thought the car’s predecessor, the 2002 Murciélago, was too
restrained. The engine got 60
more horses and the body got far
nastier, with a chin spoiler and a
see-through engine cover. With
its 640 hp and ability to rocket to
60 mph in 3.4 seconds, the machine was a reassertion of the
brand’s boldness.

E8=24=I>2>II>;8=>C40<;4034A
60;; 0A3>;8=488 “When I was

small, I was fascinated by engines,”
says Cozzolino, 35. “There was a
workshop nearby, and I’d watch the
mechanics. I’d be there for hours. In
2003, I got to try a Gallardo on the
track. That’s when I understood
how a fast car with exceptional handling can actually exalt its driver.”
C74BC>AH1478=3C74=0<4B

Ferrucio Lamborghini claimed the
fighting bull for his logo and has
named most of his models after angry sides of beef. Reventón (seen
here) is the latest to maintain the
tradition: It’s the name of the bull
that gored toreador Félix Guzmán
to death in 1943. The notable exception to all this bull? The Countach,
which, roughly translated, means
“Holy shit!” and is usually uttered in
response to great feminine beauty.
In this case Countach was the first
word out of designer Nuccio Bertone’s mouth when he saw a prototype of that car in his studio.

Franzoni wears a suit,
$1,595, shirt, $275,
tie, $260, and belt,
$275, all by dolce &
gabbana; boots by
versace.
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Cozzolino wears a
vest, $170, and jeans,
$170, both by diesel;
turtleneck sweater by
malo, $890; shoes by
hogan, $325.

<>BÏ?8=858=8B78=60A40F>A:4A  “I’ve had a passion for supercars since the day I was

Pini wears a velvet
blazer by canali,
$1,295; shirt, $275, and
corduroy pants, $265,
both by z zegna;
boots by versace.

born,” swears Pini, 31. As a finishing area worker, he is one of the last workers to see the
cars off the line, and his job demands the utmost precision and care. Before the cars go, Pini
readies them by varnishing their surfaces, polishing any remaining smudges, and checking
the Alcantara, a lush synthetic suede used in many Lamborghini interiors. “The handcrafted nature of the cars means my work requires creativity and concentration,” he says.
; 0<1>;40C74AB The process of cutting, stretching, and embroidering the materials
that go inside these cars requires hours of exhaustive handiwork. But for the new, limitededition Murciélago LP640 Roadsters, outfitted by Italian fashion giant Versace, the process
takes even longer: at least 56 hours per car. Craftsmen from the vaunted fashion house created hand-embroidered, ultrasoft napa leather for the instrument panels, consoles, and
doors, and Versace’s signature symbol is stitched into every bucket seat.
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BC4?70=F8=:4;<0==24> “My first car was a Fiat 500,” recalls Winkelmann, refer-

ring to the micro-car that ruled the roads of Italy into the ’70s. In other words, a different beast from the hand-built demons born on this assembly line. “Driving a Lamborghini is emotional,” says Winkelmann, 43, who served as chairman of Fiat before joining
Lamborghini in 2005. “Each vehicle is designed with three principles in mind: The cars
are Italian, uncompromising, and extreme. They demand attention and respect.”
C740BB4<1;H;8=4 Rome wasn’t built in a day, and neither is a Lamborghini. At
the factory, just outside of Bologna, car-building takes its slow time. Unlike with most
manufacturers, Lamborghini’s tiny plant (with a total of 320 production employees)
isn’t automated with robots; instead, every car is rolled by hand through the entire
painstaking process. Every Murciélago (seen here), for example, requires a staggering
230 hours, 78 on the assembly line alone.
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24B0A4<0II0A4;; 0 60;; 0A3>;8=482>>A38=0C>A  “I’ve always wanted
to work here, especially since I saw a Diablo parked in front of the casino in
Monte Carlo when I was just 17,” says 29-year-old Mazzarella, who monitors
the Gallardo assembly line to make sure it runs like the well-oiled machines it
creates. His sense of wonder is still intact. “The brand is the stuff of myth.”
C744=68=4 All of Lamborghini’s engines are hand-built in this factory.
Before being inserted into the chassis, each is put through the ringer of diagnostics tests to ensure ultimate performance. And before the customer ever
revs up the engine, test drivers will have put at least 35 miles on the car.

Prati wears a jacket by
z zegna, $750; jeans
by gucci, $620; boots
by salvatore
ferragamo, $750.

?0>;>?A0C8C40<;4034A 60;; 0A3>;8=488  Prati loves the distinct personality of

each Lamborghini. “Like a person’s voice, the sound that comes from one of these
engines is a thing unto itself,” says 30-year-old Prati. “And the speed — the acceleration feels like an airliner in takeoff. You’re completely glued to your seat.”
C74?08=C9>1  Inspecting Lamborghini’s exteriors requires the cars to visit the factory’s Tunnels of Light (one of which is shown here), where special lighting assists
technicians in spotting imperfections. The factory makes sure everything on the car is
flawless, whether it’s a stock color like the lime green of this Murciélago or one of the
special options offered through the Ad Personam personalization scheme. (You can
bring in any color swatch and Lamborghini will match it for interiors or exteriors.)
Don’t go for subdued: The best-selling colors are orange, yellow, and lime green.

Mazzarella wears a
leather jacket, $1,895,
and jeans, $375, both by
versace; sweater by
brioni, $850.
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<0C C4>5A0=278=84=68=44A “Driving these cars means you’re never unnoticed,” says Franchini, 30. Even

when you want to be. To travel incognito and foil spying competitors, Franchini has driven pre-production supercars cloaked in fabric through the surrounding countryside. Not that anyone’s fooled. “Frankly, you feel envied,” says Franchini. “It’s the noise of the engine, the way you’re seated almost next to the ground. If you’ve
never tried it, you just can’t understand the shot of adrenaline.”
C7460;; 0A3> This is the end of the Gallardo assembly line, which rolls out only eight to 10 cars per day.
(And that’s for the company’s most popular model.) Currently out is the revised LP560-4 version of the Gallardo. Slight cosmetic tweaks (like sharp-edged intakes up front) belie a supercar that’s lighter and faster than
its predecessor (it can exceed 200 mph). Even though the LP560-4 is Lamborghini’s base-level offering, it is
now faster than last year’s top-gun version, the superlightweight Gallardo Superleggera.

Franchini wears a
jacket, $825, and
T-shirt, $185, both by
paul & shark; trousers by canali, $265.

Associate fashion editor:
brynn carhart.
Production by jessie levoy.
Local production and casting by
Antoniovigarani.com.
All photographs taken at
Automobili Lamborghini S.p.A.,
Bologna, Italy.
For more information see
Where to Buy, page 199.
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